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“MAS has provided IFA with specialist     
assistance that has enabled us to produce 
modern web-based reports and to develop 
our proficiency in planning to support       
production. We are now able to use our    
existing technology more effectively and 
respond efficiently to our customer           
demands.  Without MAS support we would 
not have had the expertise or capability to 
restructure our production planning and 
strengthen our potential for growth. 
 
I would thoroughly recommend MAS to any 
other manufacturing business.” 

Background 
 
Craig Syson, IFA’s Financial Director,         
contacted the Yorkshire & Humber MAS via 
Neale Cook of MCCR & Associates to seek 
support in improving the planning, tracking 
and progress reporting of jobs on the shop 
floor. This control of production would help the 
company to make better use of their existing 
plant and improve customer confidence when 
placing large orders. 

 

Acquiring materials often came with very long 
lead times for IFA, which meant that            
production was being driven more by ‘material 
ready’ than by efficient planning. 

 

The company already had the benefit of an 
extremely flexible workforce, willing to operate 
a number of shifts to overcome short-term 
problems.  What they really needed was help 
to develop long-term production planning on 
site, and to implement a variety of software 
tools to assist in the process.  

Key Achievements 
  
As a result of a series of improvement 
projects, the company has achieved the 
following: 
 
• Every job is now automatically     

monitored by management and any 
unreasonable delays in production 
highlighted immediately, thus      
reducing delays and giving better   
customer reporting. 

 
• Delays on average for all departments 

have reduced by 40% 
 
• Customer jobs are now planned     

according to capacity.  
 
• Confidence in planning with major 

customers has been restored, and 
this has helped in the increasing order 
value and long-term relationship.  

 
• IFA now expect 40% of their business 

to come from long-term strategic   
business.  

Company Profile 

 
Independent Forging and Alloys is a fast 
growing and very successful metal forging 
company with a world-wide network of     
customers and suppliers.  The company 
presently employs 110 staff and has an    
annual turnover of £12m.  Its manufacturing 
plant is continuing to expand both with    
regards to forging and machining. 
 

 

Following a particularly successful year IFA 
decided they wanted to further increase 
sales capacity, building on their existing   
activity by working more closely with their 
larger customers.  They aimed to develop 
the capability to take on longer term work 
rather than simply reacting to immediate 
requirements. Their ultimate goal was to 
restructure the business model to grow   
long-term work from a current 10% to 40% of 
their turnover.  



Making it Happen 
 
 

In order to begin addressing IFA’s planning 
concerns, MAS consultant Neale Cook of 
MCCR & Associates talked with the       
company’s major customers to gain their 
perspective on areas for improvement.  
They expressed a desire to see realistic 
department loading and job tracking to  
increase their confidence in IFA’s planning 
abilities. 
 

Employee participation was encouraged 
from all areas of the business, to ensure 
that everyone fully understood the concept 
of knowing the exact location of every job 
and how many days it had been there. 
 

Neale took the lead in designing and     
building a web-based reporting tool with 
access to IFA’s database which could be 
used to produce spreadsheets.  This      
essentially allowed every user within the 
company to have immediate, up-to-date 
access to the current job status.  It could 
also be used to produce daily work lists for 
each department.  
 
Employees were then equipped to begin 
carefully monitoring delays to jobs and   
analysing the reasons with a view to      
improving the production. This helped them 
to expose and remedy a number of         
inconsistencies in the planned route for a 
job versus the actual route.  

 
 
To compliment IFA’s existing job system, 
MAS worked with an outside supplier of 
‘Preactor’ (a graphical planning software 
package) to produce a real time software  
interface.  This added value to their current 
system by combining additional planning   
features, which in turn allowed IFA to plan 
jobs up to a year in advance. 
 
Following a successful strategic programme 
of work, IFA then sought further assistance 
from MAS to undertake a software design and 
implementation project.  This was intended to 
specifically address the company’s current 
delay in contract review and production of the 
route card into production. 
 
IFA can now plan a job and launch a route 
card directly from their contracts department, 
thus removing unnecessary delays in the   
administration process.  The company is now 
fully capable of launching jobs into production 
much faster, saving valuable time and money 
and allowing further scope for potential 
growth in the future.  

Highlights of Achievements 
 
• Every job is now automatically monitored 

by management and any unreasonable 
delays in production highlighted     
immediately, thus reducing delays and 
giving better customer reporting. 

 
• Delays on average for all departments 

have reduced by 40%. 
 
• Customer jobs are now planned     

according to capacity.  
 
• Confidence in planning with major     

customers has been restored, and this 
has helped in the increasing order value 
and long-term relationship.  

 
• IFA now expect 40% of their business to 

come from long-term strategic business. 


